
 
 

Name: __________________________ 

Unit 2 Study Guide 

The following words will be on your Unit 2 Review test. Use this as a study 

guide as well as all your orange vocabulary words! 

 

antonym- _a word meaning the opposite of another word______________ 

main idea- most important point of a story_________________________ 

details- _facts that support the main idea_________________________ 

synonym- a word that means the same as another word________________ 

context clues- words in a sentence that helps to find the meaning of new 

words____________________________________________________ 

prefix- word part added to the beginning__________________________ 

common nouns- general people, places, or things_____________________ 

proper nouns- a particular person, place, or thing (always capitalized)____ 

visualize- to create a picture in your mind__________________________ 

expression- To show emotion as you are reading a story_______________ 

fairy tale-__magical and imaginary beings and lands__________________ 

singular noun -_names one person, place, or thing___________________ 

suffix-a word part added to the end of a root word__________________ 

plural nouns-more than one person, place, or thing____________________ 

draw conclusions -_To use clues or hints within a story to figure something 

out______________________________________________________ 

fantasy -a story that could not happen in real life, 100% make believe_____ 

onomatopoeia- _a word that sounds like the sound it names. buzz, bam, bang 



 
 

Name: __________________________ 

fact- _a thing that is true_____________________________________ 

opinion- _What someone believes about something (not always true)______ 

compound words- _two words put together to make one word: flowerpot__ 

persuasive text- _present a point of view to persuade a reader about an 

idea_____________________________________________________ 

predict- _to use clues to tell what will happen next___________________ 

possessive nouns- _shows ownership to a person, place, or thing add 

apostrophe + s______________________________________________ 

plural possessive nouns- _shows ownership to more than one person, place, 

or thing, add the apostrophe after the s__________________________ 

singular possessive nouns- __shows ownership to only one person, place, or 

thing add apostrophe + s______________________________________ 

comparisons- _how something is like something else__________________ 

paragraph- _a group of five sentences with the same idea______________ 

humorous poem- __funny, and entertaining poetry___________________ 

free verse poem- __Does not follow the rules! no rhyme or rhythm             _ 

source- __a place where something comes from_____________________ 

 


